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1. Introduction

Principles and some experimental details, together with some lite-

rature sources, are presented in a paper "Tritium enrichment of environ-

mental waters by electrolysis: development of cathodes exhibiting high

isotopic separation, and precise measurement of tritium enrichment fac-

tors" (C.B. Taylor, presented at International Conference on Low Radio-

activity Measurements and Applications", High Tatras, Czechoslovakia,

October 1975), a copy of which is appended (Annex A. This note is in-

tended to give detailed description of the experimental and calcula-

tion procedures for tritium enrichment.

Most descriptive sections wedivided into 2 parts. Section A des-

cribes the procedure in the ILEA laboratory; section discusses the

reasons behind the various procedures, and may indicate alternative

acceptable, or in some cases even better, procedures.

2. Equipment

For the enrichment of tritium in water, the basic equipment con-

sists of electrolysis cellsq a cooling unit, a DC power supply, distilla-

tion equipment accurate weighing balances, evaporation-free storage

bottles, chemicals (mainly Na202 and PbCl 2) and various other items of

standard laboratory equipment A complete list of equipment together

with uitable suppliers in given as an Appendix.
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2.1 Electrolysis Cells

A. A schematic diagram of the cell type presently used at TAPA is

shown in Fig. 1. The anode is a stainless-steel tube of length 49 cm,

with inner diameter 33 mm and thickness mm a flat stainless-steel

plate is helium-arc-welded to the bottom end of the tube. The top support

is provided by a brass ring collar welded to the outside top end of

the anode.

The cathode is a mild steel tube of outer diameter 26 mm and wall

thickness mm. A brass cap is welded to the top, through which passes

a narrow brass tube for the removal of the evolved gases. The top assembly

is completed by a PVC insulator support and an O-ring, which allow the

cathode to be snugly push-fitted into position inside the anode with a

gas-tight eal.

At the lower end of the cathode, a teflon spacer is used Fig. 1)

to position the cathode relative to the anode. Slits in the bottom of

the cathode ensure that the circular cross-section stretches easily

with a tight-fitting spring action to hold the spacer. The spacer

also reduces the cross-section available to the sample in the lowest

part of the cell, which ensures that the current density (amperes per

unit surface area of electrode) does not increase drastically during

the final hours of electrolysis.

To promote the circulation of the sample and removal of gas, the

cathode is perforated with 56 regularly spaced holes of diameter mm-

Electrical connection points are provided by two female banana-

plug sockets at the top of each electrode.

After an initial short wash in ca 4 nitric acid, which removes

the dirt accumulated during manufacture, the electrodes can be condi-

tioned by repeated running under routine conditions, as described and
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discussed in Annex A. All subsequent chemical treatment MUST be rigor-

ously avoided, except if it becomes necessary to remove corrosion layers.

In routine use, the electrodes should be washed only with hot water.

If rubbing of the surface is necessary, this should be done gently with

a soft brush or cloth. If corrosion has occurred, the corroded areas

should first be washed and mechanically cleaned (fine emery paper is

suitable),and the electrodes will then always require reconditioning by

repeated rning. For cases of severe corrosion, a short acid wash may

be made before reconditioning is attempted, in order to expose a fresh

surface for reconditioning.

During conditioning, the cathodes acquire a blackened surface. This

surface is catalytic, and optimises the isotope separation. It is des-

troyed by acid, and is extremely sensitive to many impurities which could

be present if strict precautions are not taken to purify the water sample

by distillation before electrolysis.

B. The choice of cathode material is critical. It must be of mild

steel (carbon steel) for best tritium recovery and accuracy in determi-

nation of enrichment factors. Stainless steel is ideal for the anode on

account of its good corrosion resistance, but is definitely not suitable

as a cathode material because it never develops a catalytic layer for

good hydrogen isotope separation. Some other materials could be effecti-

vely used for cathodes (e. g. iron and pare platinum), but are not fa-

voured on such grounds as rusting (iron) and cost platinum).

Teflon is more suitable than PVC as insulating material at the

top end of the cell assembly. This would have the advantage that the

cathodes could be dried quickly in an oven (at ca. 12 C, Rot higher).

Any water-holding plastic material should be avoided in cell-construc-

tion. The rubber of the O-ring should always be of a type with minimal

water content under normal ambient conditions (e. g viton).
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The dimensioning of these cells Fig. 1) is not particularly cri-

tical. With the same radial dimensions, one could work with longer

cells, thus increasing the enrichment, but requiring more sample. Above

400 ml initial sample volume, it would be advisable to increase the

radii and electrode areas.

For greater volume reduction ratio (initial volume/final volume),

the dimensioning of the bottom of the cell becomes very critical, due to

certain limitations of current density depending on such parameters as

electrode material, temperature and electrolyte normality. Optimum con-

ditions are not sufficiently well understood to make definite recommen-

dations on this problem. However, it seems definite that volume reduc-

tions of 100 can be achieved in a single batch all without resorting to

continuous feed or periodic addition procedures.

2.2 Cooling System

A. The main function of the cooling system is to reduce the loss of

sample as entrained vapour with the evolved hydrogen/oxygen mixture,

while at the same time it serves to prevent over-heating in the cell.

Some authors have maintained that separation factors are significantly

higher at lower temperature, but this is definitely of minor importance

compared to the gain in enrichment efficiency due to lower vapour loss.

In two banks of cells in the Agency laboratory (one set of 20

cells, one of 16), the cells sit in individual metal cooling tanks

mounted inside a deep-freeze unit. The square-sectioned copper-tanks

(15 x 15 x 55 cm) contain a mixture of water with about 10 % of ethy�

lene glycol to enable operation at about 00 C without freezing prob-

lems. These tanks are electrically insulated by PVC blocks and sit on

a wooden supporting framework. Each unit has a heavy Styropor-covered

lid with holes for insertion of the cells. The supporting collars of

the anodes rest on the top surface of the lid. ach cell is always in-

serted in the same position in the cooling unit.
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The temperature of the deep-freeze is maintained in the range

- 2 to + 150 C-

The explosive hydrogen-oxygen mixture produced by the passage of

electrolysis current must be safely vented outside the laboratory. Each

cell is coupled via a silicon oil bubbler to a plastic tube which con-

ducts the off-gases of several cells to the outlet'hood of a fume-cup-

board which is forcibly vented to the outside air. The bubblers (Fig. 

are used to prevent any possibility of mixing of off-gas (and hence

water vapour!) between cells, and are designed to prevent oil uck-

back in the case of current failure. Each cell is connected to its

bubbler by silicon rubber tubing. Between runs these bubblers and oil

are oven-dried at ca. 120 0 C. Normal rubber connectors must not be used,

because they absorb water vapour which can exchange with the sample,

and are therefore a contamination risk.

B. Metals are the most efficient material for the transfer of heat

from the coolant liquid to the air of the deep-freeze unit. However,

even if the cooling tank is electrically insulated, there is the possi-

bility of corrosive electrochemical reaction between the tank and the

outer anode surface of the metal cell. Slight corrosion has occasionally

been noticed on the outer surface of the Agency cells. This danger could

be avoided by employing an intermediate plastic container between the

cell and the outer metal tanks in this case, the thermal path for the

removal of heat is electrolyte anode coolant plastic

coolant metal.---j� air -* cooling unit), and the plastic layer does

not significantly increase the thermal resistance in the tank. The main

heat transfer resistance is at the metal ---- * air interface, and the re-

moval of heat can therefore be promoted by forced circulation of gas. It

must be admitted that the use of a deep-freeze is not an efficient

cooling method. A much better arrangement would be to employ a refri-

geration unit filled with cooling fluid, so that the heat transfer path

becomes electrolyte anode coolant --- + plastic -- + coolant

cooling coils.
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The cooling capacity required of such a unit can be estimated as

follows: suppose the maximum current through a cell is 10 At which dis-

sociates approximately 333 ml of water, requiring 12.6 kcal, correspon-

ding to a power consumption of about 15 W- Since the voltage of a cell

in this case is approx. 25 - 3 V about 50 of the required energy is

dissipated as heat, say 15 W per cell at 10 A. A bank of 20 cells there-

fore requires a cooling capacity of 300 W Suitable commercial cooling

coils are available, but probably have to be fitted to a specially-de-

signed tank with adequate heat-insulation. In practice, the most effi-

cient cooling would be achieved by having the bulk of the cooling fluid

as circulated fluid in the cooling compartment, and keeping the radius

of the plastic containers to a minimum.

2-3 Power Supyly

A. In the most recent modification, the cells are connected in

series to a Kepco Type JE system power supply (Kepeo Inc. 131 - 38

Sanford Avenue, Flushing, New York 11352, U.S.A.), adapted for constant

adjustable current operation using an external 010 standard resister

mounted in an oil-bath. The current is set using a potentiometer mounted

in an external panel, and read by a digital voltmeter across the stan-

dard resistance. A temperature sensing element is situated in one cooling

tank, being coupled to switch off the current upply if the temperature

rises above + 50 C- The time of passage of current is recorded by a

time-of-day clockt which is set to tue time at the beginning of electro-

lysis. The clock runs only while the electrolysis current is flowing, so

the time shown at the end of electrolysis allows the total time of

passage of current to be accurately established.

The system is described in detail in an accompanying Ichnical

Procedure Note No. 15 (Annex B).
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B. In this power supply arrangement, the object is to record

accurately the number of ampere-hours during electrolysis. Ampere-

hour meters are notoriously inaccurate, so it is simpler to measure

ampere-hours if a known stabilised current is passed for a known time.

The present system follows this scheme for two good practical reasons:

(a) it can be easily arranged that the electrolysis is completed

at the required time;

(b) knowledge of the charge passed, combined with cell weighings,

enables an accurate determination of evaporation losses. This allows

electrolysis parameters to be determined (see Annex A), which are a

measure of cell performance (determined using'spikel waters), or are

used to calculate enrichment factors for unknown samples.

The scope of this arrangement could be further extended using the

programmable capabilities of Kepco power supplies. At present, however,

the programme and shut-off are controlled manually.

A further control possibility is the so-called VP-option on Kepco

power supplies. This provides a voltage-triggered electronic "short"

across the output terminals if the voltage exceeds a set level. This

guards against the occasional situation of cell corrosion, which would

eventually cause an increased voltage across the affected cell.

3. Routine Procedure

3-1 Handling and Checking of Samples after Receipt

A. At the Agency laboratory samples arrive from-many parts of the

world in a large variety of containers. In such circumstances, the labo-

ratory must be alert to the possibility that the containers ued for

transport are not completely sealed. In this case evaporation or leakage

will have occurred,, which means exchange of tritium with atmoshperic

water vapour. Because of this all incoming sample bottles must be
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checked by accurate weighing immediately after arrival, then laid aside

and reweighed after about one week. The method is discussed in an accom-

panying Technical Procedure Note No. 14 (Annex C). After the weighing

test, suspect samples should be transferred to other containers.

The selection of samples for measurement is generally determined

by a priority - high, medium or low. In the case of samples from re-

search projects, the priority is assigned by the professional officer

responsible for the project and is approved by the laboratory supervi-

sor. Precipitation samples generally have low priority, except for two

stations, Valentia and Vienna, which should be processed with high prio-

rity to provide up-to-date indication of atmospheric trends.

The measurement technique is determined by the expected order of

tritium concentration and required measurement accuracy and should nor-

mally be determined by the responsible project officer in consultation

with the laboratory supervisor. A technician in the electrolysis labo-

ratory (presently Miss Kogelmann) is responsible for the assignment of

the samples into the measurement channels, and sorting the samples for

each enrichment run.

As a general rule of thumb for the present cells, samples greater

than 100 TU would be measured by direct gas counting, those between 20

and 100 TU by enrichment followed by liquid scintillation counting and

samples less than 20 TU by enrichment followed by gas counting. In a

few cases the quantity of sample is much too low for enrichment and so

can only be counted directly. Where the quantity of water is greater

than about 50 ml and less than 250 ml, the amount required for routine

electrolysis 250 ml) can be made up by accurately adding tritium-free

water to the sample.

3.2 "Spike" and Blank Water

A. The performance of the electrolysis cells is checked by processing

3 "spikdlsamples in each electrolysis run. The spike water is a water of

1/1
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known tritium concentration inthe range 100 - 2000 U prepared by di-

luting NBS tritium standard 4926 with deionised tritium-free water. 'The

final tritium concentrations of the spike waters are measured by liquid

scintillation counting, and provide not only evidence of the performance

of their respective electrolysis cells, but also the so-called enrich-

ment parameters (Annex A), which are used for calculation of enrichment

factors for the unknown samples in the other cells. The spike samples

are placed in different cells for each ran, so that all cells are checked

periodically. Spike waters are prepared in quantity in well-sealed metal

drums, from which several litres are periodically extracted for use over

several months, being stored at this stage in large glass bottles with

ground-glass necks sealed with silicone grease.

In each enrichment ran, one blank sample is processed as a check

against contamination during electrolysis. It is a deionised water of

tritium concentration less than 02 TU stored in the same manner as the

spike waters. After enrichment, neutralisation and distillation, the

blank sample is counted by the most sensitive counting method available,

in our case gas-counting.

Great care should be taken to ensure that the spike and blank

waters are well stored (i. e. do not echange with atmospheric vapour),

and are kept completely clean. Strict cleanliness is absolutely essen-

tial to the processing of these waters.

The blank water is also used to quantitatively "dilute" unknown

samples, for which the quantity of water available for electrolysis is

not sfficient. This avoids problems in the timing of electrolysis runs,

which arise when the samples are of non-uniform size.

The spike and blank samples are processed exactly as the unknown

samples through the electrolysis, neutralisation and final distillation

steps, but do not undergo the initial distillation.
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B. The initial tritium concentration of the spike sample should be

chosen so that the concentration after enrichment may be determined with

a statistical counting error of less than of count rate. But it

should not be so high that there is a risk of cross-contamination of the

unknown samples. Experience shows that a final tritium concentration of

4 104 TU is afe. The initial concentration should be chosen according

to a chosen final tritium concentration and amount f enrichment obtained

in the cells.

The spike sample should be prepared from the same standard used in

the preparation of laboratory counting standards. This means that accu-

rate tritium values can be assigned to spikes and counting standards on

the basis of the parent standard calibration. In these circumstances

standard inter-calibration errors do not affect the determination of

tritium enrichment factors (see Anex A-

3-3 Initial Sample Distillation

A. All unknown samples must be distilled before electrolysis, un-

less it is definitely known that they were distilled before reaching

the laboratory. To provide the quantity required for electrolysis 250

ml in our case), slight excess (in our case about 300 ml) is distilled.

We use 500 ml pyrex flasks and distill at atmospheric pressure. Distilla-

tion is continued until a few ml only is left in the flask. Distillation

to dryness may result in overheating and cracking of the flasks. Isotope

fractionation effects due to the incomplete distillation are insignifi-

cant.

Ground-glass joints are used to connect distillation flask, water-

cooled condenser and receiving flask. Individual mantle heaters

with 3-step heating switches provide the variable voltage

heating. Glass beads can be used to discourage bumping of samples during

distillation, and the heater voltages must be adjusted to a value con-

sistent with an adequate distillation rate without bumping.
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An arbitrary conductivity test is used to determine whether the

samples are sufficiently deionised by the distillation. The electrode

probe of a conductivity meter (normally used in our water deionising

unit) is placed in the water, and the reading noted in the resistance

scale which is marked in megohms, but which apparently indicates resisti-

vity in units of megohm cm A resistivity in the green range of the

meter (greater than 5 megohm cm) is accepted, samples in the red range

of the scale are redistilled.

B. The conditions for producing a distillate free of dissolved

salts have to be established empirically. If the boiling rate is too

fast, some dissolved material may be transported to the receiving flasks

by penetration of spray into the condenser and subsequent washing out

by condensed water. In case of problems the use of a vigreux column

and frit glass discs above the distillation vessel may eliminate the

problems without seriously reducing the distillation rate.

Vacuum distillation offers an acceptable alternative to the closed

system which we operate at atmospheric pressure. However, a manifold for

this purpose is not commercially available and would have to be specially

constructed in the laboratory workshop.

The distillation does not remove any traces of volatile organic

liquids which may be present in the samples and where presence is not

revealed by the conductivity test. This is an especially awkward possi-

bility because a few rops of many organic liquids can initiate severe

corrosion of the mild-steel/stainiess steel electrode combination. Two

types of case have been shown to occur: one occurred in New Zealand when

just 2 drops of alcohol in the sample have been found to initiate corro-

sion; the second type occurred in Vienna when a few rainwater samples

from South-east Asia contained traces of an aromatic-smelling-liquid

which produced severe electrode corrosion. In the.latter case an accom-

panying phenomenon was excessive effervescence of the water after addi-

tion of the sodium peroxide electrolytes this test can be used to de-

tect such samples before commencing electrolysis.
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3-4 Preparation of Cells and Samples for Electrolysis

A A starting concentration of 4 g Na 202 per litre of water is pre-

sently used with the cells described in Section 21. 1 g portions of

Na20 2are carefully weighed into small glass bottlest which are sealed

with screw caps until use. One extra portion per electrolysis run is

kept to check later for possible tritium content if contamination of the

samples in this set is suspected.

The water samples and peroxide are mixed in 250 ml standard glass

flasks. About 150 ml of sample is added to the peroxide in each flask,

and the flasks are shaken at intervals to dissolve the peroxide; there-

after the flasks are topped up to the 250 ml mark with the remainder of

the samples. As the Na202dissolves, the solutions must be inspected for

any excess effervescence, because such sples may corrode the cells

(see Section 33 B).

The complete cell assemblies are weighed individually on a balance

reading to an absolute accuracy of about 002 g A record kept of

these weights indicates whether the cells are changing weight gradually

(e. g. due to corrosion), and each weight is a check that the electrodes

are completely dry. In practice the cell weights do not usually change,

so any sudden weight change would be an indication that some corrosion

had occurred, which would mean that the cell must be reconditioned.

The contents of the standard flasks are transferred into the anode

compartment of the cells, by inverting each flask into the cell and

letting the solution In erea er t e cathodes are inserte

very graduall to avoid the electrolyte splashing out of the cell. The

O-rings in the cathodes should be first lightly lubricated with silicone

oil. The cells are then reweighed to enable calculation of the initial

weights of the amples. The calculation should be performed immediately.

Obviously the weight of sample should be close to 250 g, but allowing

for the addition of peroxide and for slight loss on the walls of the

standard flasks. Any anomalous sple weights should be investigated

before the electrolysis is commenced. Daring weighing any shift of the
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balance should be checked by measuring standard weights of approx. the

same mass as the cells.

Throughout this operation great care should be taken to ensure that

the samples are placed in the correct cell. This is one point during

the analysis where it is possible to make a mistake if the fullest atten-

tion is not given to the job. Before each transfer from sample bottle to

standard flask, and from standard flask to electrolysis cell, the opera-

tor should double check that no mistake is being made. Such a mistake

cannot usually be detected later. In the operation just described, the

sample bottles and standard flasks should be labelled beforehand with

the number of the cell to which the sample is consigned.

We use granular Na202 , analar grade. When mixed with water, oxygen

is lost; the contribution to the weight of the sample is therefore only

79,5 of the added weight of Na 2 02'

3-4 Electrolysis

A. The cells are placed in their respective cooling tanks, and

connections are made to bubblers, gas outlet tubes and current supply.

Me cells should then be cool enough to start the electrolysis immediate-

ly.

Each electrolysis usually consists of several stages at different

currents. The total charge to be passed may be represented by the sum

of current-time products.

Total ampere-hours Aiti

where A. - current over the i th period,
1 th

ti - time in hours, period.

The loss of water is the sum of losses due to dissociation, evapo-

ration (entrainment of vapour in off-gas) and spray. For cells operating
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at about C, the spray and evaporation loss is usually about I - 2 

1 Faraday of charge 96,479 coulombs) dissociates 90076 g of water.

1 ampere-hour therefore produces a weight loss of (1-01 x 3600 x 90076)/

96479 - 03395 g- Adding I for spray and evaporation loss means a

weight loss of 0343 g for each amp-hour. Therefore, reducing from 250

to 13 ml requires about 691 amp-hours. he best value is established by

experience, since it depends on the actual evaporation/spray loss and

its variability from cell to cell.

The timetable is established according to the following general

rules:

1. At the beginning of electrolysis a low current is desirable,

because spray loss is greatest when the level of sample is

highest in the cell.

2. The maximum allowable current in the middle period of electro-

lysis may possibly be limited by thec ooling capacity of the

cooling unit.

3. In the last stages of electrolysis a low current is desirable,

to avoid high current densities when the active electrode area

is small.

4. The electrolysis should be completed at a time suitable to the

operator.

As an example, a total of 692 ap-hr over the period Thursday,

12-00 hours, to Tuesday, 09-00 hours, could be accomplished as follows:

Stage 55 hours at 4 A 22 amp.hr.

Stage 2 95-5 hours at 651 A - 622 ap-hr.

Stage 3 16 hours at 3 A W 48 amp-hr.
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Daring the afternoon before the last night of electrolysis, the

current should be switched off briefly and one cell removed for weighing.

This indicates the amount still to be electrolysed, and allows the final

current setting in the above time-table to be determined.

3-5 Completion of Electrolysis: Weighi!& of.Cells, Neutralisation

and Distillation

The current is switched off manually. The cells are immediately re-

moved from their cooling tanks, dried by sorbent paper and a cloth, and

placed in slots in a trolley for transport to the balance. The cells are

then left to warm to room temperature for about 30 minutes. Before

weighing�the outside of each cell is again dried carefully. The accura-

cy of the balance is checked in advance by weighing a known "standard"

weight. The cells are then weighed in trn. After each weighing the

weight (sample electrolyte) is calculated; this allows any unusual

value to be checked by a second weighing before the sample is poured

from the cell. The final weights usually exhibit a spread not greater

than I g.

When all weighings are completed, the cathodes are removed one by

one, very gradually to ensure the maximum possible drainage into the

bottom of the cell. As each cathode is removed, the outer cylinder con-

taining the remaining sample is sealed with a neoprene stopper. The catho-

des are washed immediately in a stream of hot water for about 2 minutes

each, and are dried roughly with a cloth, to prevent formation of rust.

The samples are then poured into individual, numbered, 10 ml

spherical, pyrex distillation flasks 4 g of PbCl2 is added to each flask.

and shaken.(Individual aliquots of PbCl2 must be prepared in advance

by weighing into sealed glass vials; scintillation vials are very con-

venient for this purpose.) The mixture is then haken for about 30 seconds

to promote the neutralisation reaction.
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10 flasks are distilled simultaneously using mantle heaters, con-

nected in parallel to an auto-transformer. The voltage must be set so

that the mixture boils very gently and at the end of distillation the

temperature of the flask should not exceed 206 C.

The remaining distillation flasks should be closed temporarily

with blind glass stoppers and either silicone grease or fitting teflon

collars; rubber stoppers should be avoided for this purpose.

During the first batch of distillations the anodes of the cells

should be washed thoroughly using a bristle brush and hot water. They

are dried in an oven at 120 0 C.

At the completion of distillation a pH test must be made of all

samples destined for liquid scintillation counting, i e. all spike

samples plus any environmental sziaples for liquid scintillation To

perform this test, a clean, dry glass rod should be used to remove a

drop of water from the distillation receiving flask, and the rod then

placed in contact with a strip of pH paper; the pH paper must on no

account be dipped into the sample.

If pH is in the range - 7 the sample is acceptable for liquid

scintillation counting. If pH is in the range - , this indicates

some solid residue has been carried over, and the sample is not accep-

table; in this case, the water must be redistilled.

After distillation, each sample is transferred to a 25 ml scinti-

llation vial. The cap is tightly closed and marked with the code number

assigned to the sample in the electrolysis ran.

B. Neutralisation by lead chloride is the most effective method for

the case where the samples are transferred from cell to distillation

flask before neutralisation; some loss of sample adhering to the

electrodes is unavoidable but non-fractionating.
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(1 + x)PbCl2 + 2NaOH --ii 2NACI + Pb(OH)2+ xC12

Pb(OH) 155 0-4 Pb + H 0
2 2

4 g of PbCl2 should be used for every g of Na 202 originally added

to the sample before electrolysis; this represents an excess of 12 

above the quantity required for complete neutralisation.

Lead chloride is superior to lead nitrate which was previously

used by several laboratories. Lead nitrate has two serious complications.

Firstly, it is difficult to dry it completely and when dry it is hygro-

scopic; secondly it tends to dissociate at the temperatures required

for drying and distillation, thereby producing brown fumes of NO 2'

If any solid material is carried over during the distillation, the

distilled water will have pH corresponding to a saturated solution of

Pb(OH) 2' i. e in the range - Me scintillation counting is quen-

ched by minute suspensions of solid residues from the distillation, but

is not affected by the traces of dissolved ions which may be carried

over (Pb 2+ . NA+, Cl-, 0F).

It is again important to emphasise that in these stages consider-

able care should be taken to keep exchange of the sample with atmosphe-

ric water vapour to an absolute practical minimum.

3.6 Precautions against Contamination

A. In the Agency laboratory the following precautions are taken:

The water vapour of the enrichment laboratory is sampled once

weekly and counted by liquid scintillation within a few days. A

metal rod with metal vanes attached at the top is placed in a De-

war vessel containing liquid nitrogen. Water vapour condenses on

the metal vanes.
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(b) None of the staff wear modern luminous watches. Visitors are re-

quired to remove such watches before entering the laboratory.

(c) Each new tin of sodium peroxide is checked by dissolving some per-

oxide in a few ml. of tritium-free water which is then prepared

for gas-counting. A small portion of dry peroxide is laid aside in

a sealed bottle every time a set of samples is prepared for electro-

lysis. Opened tins of peroxide are always closed as well as possi-

ble between use and stored in a dessicator.

(d) All reasonable precautions to ensure that exposure of samples to

the atmosphere is kept to a minimum.

B. There are three aspects to the problem of tritium contamination:

prevention, detection and cure.

Prevention

Most low-level tritium laboratories have suffered from contamina-

tion problems at some stage. Some of these problems are difficult to

foresee. However, experience shows that there is a number of guidelines

which should be rigidly followed, and will cover the majority of

problems.

I. Do not attempt to perform low-level tritium measurements in a con-

taminated environment. The best measure of contamination is the

atmospheric water vapour inside and outside the laboratory building.

As a rule of thumb, the tritium concentration in water vapour from

inside the laboratory should not exceed the ambient level of uncon-

taminated outside vapour approx. equal to the ambient mean rain-

water concentrations by more than a factor of 3. All rooms invol-

ved in tritium measurements, sample storage etc., should have va-

pour monitored at regular intervals, preferably weekly. Water va-

pour can be collected using a freezing surface cooled by liquid

1/1
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nitrogen or dry ice. Avoid dry ice/ alcohol or acetone freezing

mixturessince the frozen moisture then tends to contain traces of

the alcohol or acetone. A more complex sampling procedure (e. .

air pump and cooler) may be required if dry ice or liquid nitrogen

is not available. This has the advantage that it can monitor con-

tinuously. Vapour samples can be counted directly by liquid scin-

tillation A generally contaminated environment exists in the

neighbourhood of reactors, accelerators, and laboratories using

tritium and carbon-14 at tracer levels. It has already been

stressed that counting should not be attempted in a scintillation

spectrometer which has been used at tracer levels.

2. The problem posed by tritiated watches should be understood, and

rigorous precautions taken A contaminating watch can be very

easily identified by leaving it in a sealed container overnight,

together with a small tray of 10 ml water of low tritium concen-

tration. The water may then be counted by liquid scintillation, a

count of a few minutes being generally sufficient to indicate the

contamination.

As a rigid rule, any visitor wearing a luminous watch should be

required to leave it outside the laboratory premises. The staff

of the laboratory should be forbidden to wear uch watches at all.

Preferably also their homes should be free of contamination, since

the contamination can be assimilated there, and transferred in the

body water.

3. All chemicals, glassware, vacuum pumps, oil, etc. should be acqui-

red new from the manufacturer and never borrowed from other labo-

ratories. Glassware from a laboratory glass workshop may be conta-

minated if the workshop also repairs or handles equipment from

contaminated laboratories.

As a general precaution, all glassware coming into the laboratory

should be rinsed thoroughly in waters immersed overnight in waters

then rinsed again and dried in a hot oven before using.
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M 0. 01 O - r)

r C t
v

Vith r mean value of relative humidity in storage area

Cv- tritium concentration of outside vapour

t - storage time.

Suppose for example what might be a typical case for the present-day

Northern Hemisphere with r - -5, C = 100 TU, t - year. This gives

W 4 ml per ml of sample, e. g. 0.1 g from a 1. sample.

2. At all times the controlling personnel should be aware of the secular

and seasonal trends of tritium concentration in the outside vapour.

Any sharp rise in the tritium concentration in the laboratory atmo-

sphere can be investigated by taking a series of vapour samples, e g.

in various corners of the laboratory, inside cupboards, in air-con-

ditioning vents, outside corridors and neighbouring rooms, and in the

outside air. This may localise the source region of the contamination.

The possibility of tritium sources in watches and other luminous

sources should be investigated.

3- It is a very good precaution to store in sealed bottles a small quan-

tity of chemicals of all types at the time when a new container is

opened. If contaminated measurements occur, the chemicals used in

conjunction with these samples can therefore be investigated. A good

procedure is to add a little water, leave overnight and then recover

the water for counting.

Severe contamination of glassware is sometimes difficult to remove.

A case once occurred in the New Zealand laboratory where new glass

furnace tubes for the zinc water ----Phydrogen reaction were re-

ceived from the glassblower also serving an accelerator laborato-

ry. These were washed, one tube filled with zinc/sand mixture

1/1
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4- If the laboratory is using heavy water (e. g in preparation of

enriched deuterium samples for electrolytic enrichment or deute-

rium studies), it should be understood that some sppliers pro-

vide water which has been used as a reactor moderator and is hope-

lessly high in tritium. The degree of tritium contamination of any

heavy water should be established before using in any low-level la-

boratory.

Detection

Detection of tritium contamination may be considered under three

separate headings:

1. Contamination of samples prior to analysis.

2. Contamination of laboratory atmosphere.

3- Contamination from chemicals, glassware etc. during analysis.

1. The sample containers should be evaporation-free if their caps are

closed properly, but there is always the danger that this condi-

tion is not met. Furthermore, some field workers may imagine they

are improving the seal by inserting paper washers or plastic sheets

underneath the cap - inevitably this makes the seal worse. Because

of this danger, it is important to determine whether any evapora-

tion has occurred from the bottle between thetime of sample collec-

�tion and arrival at the laboratory. This problem is discussed in

Annex C.

Contamination during sampling can be avoided by careful procedure,

but this is frequently beyond the control of the measuring labora-

tory. The laboratory should nevertheless provide all field personnel

with a list of precautions and a sampling procedure. As an approxi-

mate effective guideline to which bottles should be evaporation-free,

one could stipulate that a sample of low tritium concentration

should not acquire more than 0.011TU during I year of storage. The

acquired tritium concentration in a sample of volume V 0 is due to

the evaporation of amount V where
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and outgassed for about 2 hours with the temperature of the cen-

tral portion increasing to 4500 C. The first hydrogen sample off

this furnace was contaminated to the extent of several hundred

counts per minute. It was discovered that this glassware had been

washed in a solution already used for glassware from an apparatus

used for accelerator tritium targets. In another laboratory, a

vacuum line for hydrogen production was hopelessly contaminated by

processing deuterium standards prepared from reactor heavy water.

Vacuum pump oils are also prone to contamination from tritiated

compounds, and mercury can retain water vapour.

Cure

A cure for a contamination problem is always simplest to achieve

when the cause has been detected. A laboratory which has been exposed

to contamination will self-decontaminate after the source of contamina-

tion has been removed. The contamination will generally be absorbed by

all the structural material in the laboratory to an extent dependent on

the duration of the exposure and the strength of the contamination source.

The rate of decontamination depends on the renewal rate of the air in the

laboratory. In cases measured by the author, contaminated concentrations

in laboratory rooms without forced air circulation decayed approximately

exponentially with half-lives of several months. If a cupboard or other

furniture is more contaminated than the remainder of the laboratory, it

should be removed. Chemicals in a severely contaminated laboratory should

be discarded.

The case of severely contaminated equipment such as scintillation

spectrometers, vacuum pumps, vacuum systems, distillation lines, is

probably the most awkward to deal with, since decontamination procedures

may not be quickly effective and the cost of replacement may be unaccep-

tably high.
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Appendix - List of Equipment required for Electrolytic Ehrichment of Tritium

Item Namber and Nature of Item Possible
Supplier

1 20 electrolysis cells (per set) 1

2 1 DC current supply see Annex 

3 1 well-insulated cooling bath to hold cells and coolant 2

4 1 cooling coil for item 3 2

5 1 venting system for electrolysis off-gases 3

6 20 specially-designed bubblers (see Fig. 1) placed in flow of 4
off-gas to prevent cross-contamination

7 1 top-pan balance for weighing electrolysis cells, best 5
possible accuracy required.

2 variable transformers for control of mantle heaters in pre-- 6
and final distillation systems

9 10 mantle heaters for pre-distillation system 7

10 10 mantle heaters for final distillation system 7

11 10 round glass distillation flasks for pre-distillation with or 9
ground glass connectors mating to item 12 (0-5 1 for 025
1 samples)

12 10 water-cooled condenser tubes for pre-distillation with 8 or 
ground-glass connectors mating to items 11 and 13

13 10 Erlenmayer bottles as receiving bottles on pre-distilla- 8 or 
tion system, with ground glass top mating to item 12
(0-5 1 for 025 samples). These bottles must be modi-
fied by a glass-tube outlet near the top providing connec-
tion to a small bubbler containing silicone oil.

14 10 bubblers (see item 13), to be used only for pre-distilla- 4
tion system

15 10 Vigreux columns (optional), to be inserted in pre-distil- 8 or 
lation system between items 11 and 12 if required

16 1 analytical balance, for weighing out small quantities of 10
chemicals, water, etc.

17 40 small well-sealed glass bottles for weighing out Na 202 11
and P C 2
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Item Number and Nature of Item PossibleSupplier

18 20 standard flasks with teflon or polyethylene stoppers 8 or 
or screw caps for preparing electrolyte. Capacity equal
to initial water quantity in cell.

19 100 glass bottles with ground-glass stoppers for storage 8 or 
of samples after pre-distillation

20 20 round-bottomed glass flasks for final distillation 8
with ground-glass connection mating to item 21.

21 10 water-cooled condensers for final distillation system 8 or 
with ground-glass connector mating to items 20 and 22

22 10 receiving tubes for final distillation system, with 12
ground-glass connector mating to item 20, and a small
outlet tube for connection to a small bubbler containing
silicone oil.

23 10 bubblers for use with item 22. Bubblers used for spike 4
samples should be marked and not interchanged with those
used for other samples.

24 Several hundred well-sealed glass bottles to be used 11
for storage of samples until counting.

25 Selection of storage bottles with ground-glass stoppers 8 or 
(up to 10 1 capacity) for storage of spike and blank
waters, other water samples and liquids.

26 Selection of beakers, measuring cylinders and filter 8 or 
funnels (in plastic and glass); pipettes

27 Several polyethylene spray�-bottles (0-5 and 1) 8

28 Dessicator for storing sodium peroxide tins 8 or 

29 Large wash-basin with drainage system capable of taking 13
chemical residues

30 Drainage racks 13

31 Drying oven of adequate size, 0temperature would not usual- 13
ly have to be higher than 120 C

32 Deionisation column with auxiliary conductivity meter 14

33 Rubber gloves, horn spoons of various sizes, tweezers, 13
glass rods, plastic and enamel trays.

34 pH paper 13
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Item Number and Nature of Item Possible
Supplier

35 Flexible tubing for water condensers, coupling of cells 13
to venting system, etc.; various connecting pieces.

36 Spring clips and other connecting pieces for glassware 13

37 Selection of plastic stoppers; neoprene or plastic stop- 13
pers fitting outer cylinder of cells.

38 Teflon sleeves for sealing ground-glass connections in 15
distillation systems.

39 Silicone rubber tubing for coupling cells, distillation 15
flasks and receiving flasks to bubblers. These should not
be interchanged between systemsand those used for spikes
should be marked and used only for spikes.

40 Programmable calculating system for calculation of enrich- 16
ment parameters, enrichment factors and errors.

41 Marking pens suitable for writing on glass and plastic 13
sample containers.

42 Tritium standard for calibration pposes 17

43 Tritium-free water 18

44 Storage drums for large quantities of water (electrolysis 19
spike water, tritium-free water)

45 Plastic tanks for surrounding cells in cooling unit. 13

46 Equipment for collecting water vapour from laboratory at- 20
mosphere.
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Suppliers and Comments

1. There is no commercial supplier of batch electrolysis cells. Science

Glass, PO. Box 483, Coconut Grove, iami, Florida 33133 US.A.

(Mr P Nilsson) can manufacture periodic addition cells of the Ostlund

design. They also have offered to manufacture cells similar to that in

Fig. 1, and possess a specimen of this design to work from.

2. Again there is no commercial supplier A suggested possibility is to

purchase a heavy-walled polyethylene tank 60 gallons, dimensions 361,

x 201 x 2011) of type 6323-50 as supplied by Cole-Parmer, 7425 North

Oak Park Avenue. This could be mounted on and surrounded by insulating

sheets of polystyrene, which in turn fit inside a specially made wooden

container. The tank has an overlapping flange ideally suited for the

fitting of an insulating lid which would be designed with holes for the

cells and cooling coil connections. Cooling coils of suitable dimensions

and capacity are also available from Cole-Parmer. For example, type

1242-10 has 7 OD and height 11, and a cooling capacity of about 09

Kw at approx. 00 C in a well-insulated bath. Since about 50 % of the

cell power is dissipated as heat, if 20 cells are run at say maximum

voltage 45 V and maximum current 20 A, then the heat dissipation is

at most 0 Kw. he heat loss through the lid via the cells can be cut

by an overall lid which reduces air circulation. This, however, should

be made shatter-proof, just in case a cell explodes.

3. The simplest way to remove the cell off-gases is to couple the outputs

of the bubblers to a few flexible output tubes which are then led to

the outside air. This may however be impractical or unsafe. If a fume

hood is incorporated in the laboratory, forced ventilation can be used

to dissipate the gases. In this case care must be taken to avoid mecha-

nical or electrical sparking in the output line. Because of noise from

the cooling compressor, it may be desirable as well as safer to operate

the cells in a room not normally inhabited by the laboratory staff. How-

ever, a twice daily inspection would be absolutely essential in this

case, and the ventilation of the off-gases must again be completely

effective.
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4- Suitable bubblers are not available commercially and therefore have to

be constructed by a laboratory glassblower.

5. A Sartorius balance top-pan balance weighing up to 21 kg (Sartorius-

Werke GmbH, 34 Mttingen, Postfach 19, Federal Republic of Germany), is

very suitable for the present Agency cells. Larger cells require a lar-

ger balance with corresponding lack of accuracy in determin ng the final

weight of sample in the cell. The best solution is to ensure that the

weight of the dry cell final sample can be measured on the 21 kg ba-

lance, whereas the initial sample weight can be measured with adequate

accuracy on a larger balance. Minimum possible weight is an important

feature of cell design.

6. Any variable transformer matching the power requirements of the mantle

heaters connected in parallel.

7. Can be obtained from Heraeus-Wittmann, 6900 Heidelberg, Federal Republic

of Germany.

8. Rudolf Brand, D6980 Wertheim, Postfach 310, Federal Republic of Germany.

9. Jenaer Glaswerk Schott Gen., Mainz, Federal Republic of Germany.

10. This balance should have an accuracy mg or better (Mettler, cH-8606

Greifensee - Virich, Switzerland)-

11. We use Packard glass scintillation vials with metal-foil seal in caps

(Packard Instrument Co., 2200 Warrenville Rodd, Downer's Grove, Illinois

60515, U.S.A.).

12. 1hese have to be specially made.

13. Any supplier.

14. A range of suitable columns are manufactured by A. Lang, 8040 Wrichl

Albisriederstrasse 5, Switzerland.
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15- Can be obtained from Rohrbeck's Nachfolger, 1050 Vienna, Wehrgasse 18,

Austria.

16. The Agency laboratory uses a Wang programmable calculating system as

its calculating facility for most laboratory calculations.

17. Radioactivity Section, US. Department of Commerce, National Bureau of

Standards, Washington, DC 20234, U.S.A. Laboratories are strongly re-

commended to obtain their standard from this source only; this will

assist uniformity of calibration between laboratories.

18. Commercial supplies not available. Has to be found by enriching and

measuring water from possible source.

19. 110 1 stainless steel drums can be supplied by supplier 15- 150 1 alu-

minium drums are manufactured by Fissler GmbH, Postfach 2610, D6580

Idar-Oberstein, Federal Republic of Germany.

20. The Heidelberg and Miami laboratories have considerable eperiences

in the continuous sampling of water vapour and can provide literature

(Institut fitir Umweltphysik der UniversitKt Heidelberg, D69 Heidelberg,

Im Neuenheimer Feld 366, Federal Republic of Germany W. Roether);

Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science, University of

Miami, 4600 Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami, Florida 33149 US.A. (H.G.

Ostlund))-

21. E. Merck, 61 Darmstadt, 2 Postfach 4119, Federal Republic of Germany.

22. Wacker-Chemie GmbH, 8 MUnchen 22, Postfach, Federal Republic of Germany.
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Chemical Supplies

1 FIbC1 2 zur Synthese) 21

2 Na 202(gek6rnt zur Analyse) 21

3 NaOH pellets zur Analyse) for regeneration of ion- 21

exchange columns

4 HCI 37 zur Analyse) for regeneration of ion-ex- 21

change column

5 HNO3 (any grade) for treating new cathodes before use 21

or removing corroded surface layers

6 Acetone used in rinsing some glassware 13

7 Silicone grease 22

8 Silicone oil 21

9 pH paper 21

10 Glass beads to prevent bumping in distillation 21
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of Electrolysis Cells with bubbler attached.
A. Glass bubbler, B. Silicone rubber tubing, C. Bubbler holder,
D.? J. Sockets for electrical connections, E. Gas exit tube,
F. PVC insulating collar, G O-ring H Cathode, I. Teflon in-
sulator, K Anode.
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Tritium enric.1-ment of environmental waters kkr electrolysis:.

development of cathodes eibiting igh sotopic sparationU

and precise measurement of tritixmi enrichment factors

by

0. B. TAYLOR, International Atomic Enerrr Agonoy, Vienna
(on leave from Insti4ute of 'nuclear Sciences, Dept. of

Scientific and Industrial esearch, Lower Hutt, Rew Zealand)

Abstract

Equations are developed for the estimation of tritium
enrichment in batch, continuous feed ad periodic addition
electrolysis ells. Optimimi enrichment and minimum varlability
is otained ung developed eathode surfaces uhich caual-se ihe

separation of tritiu;mt as exhibitod by te results of experiments

using mild steel cathodes with WaOH electrolyte.

The equations and various simple refinemerits of technique
to A

are applied the determination of tritium enrichment factors

by the ike cell method: for batch cells te standard orrors

are less than 1�--
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20 INTRODUCTION 20
1.1though. the -obal environmental 11TO reservoir of hydror-en bmb oririn has been

4.. I I

steadily declininr circe the peak testing years 1901-62, the.applicaticn of bmb tritium as

22 a hydrological ad occarograpnic tracer is steadily increasinr. At present some de.re of
enrichment is sntial to obtain adequate not tritiu. count rates for most hydro"06ical23
camples. Electrolysis is generally used for the enrichment process. ost labora ories

24 report tandard errors of several per cent for enrichment factors (enricment factor

2� tritium concentration of water sample recovered for countinjtri-ir.-i con:�entratiorvof un- I
enriched water). Tbin paper will donstrate how to reduce tese errors siCnifimntly, ai

2 6 to achieve optim= nrichment withi a iven volume redixtion. At the lGotope isydrolof,-/ J

Laboratory of the International Ato-mic Ener. Ancy (WU), Vienna, the nrichment factors I -!

27 for a volume' reduction i 5-20 fb1d are ow deter-mined by t pike cell ethod rn wh I

28 standard errors less than 1he essential points the iproved technicrue are: correct

choice of lectrode aterial; accurate determination of weig reduction durinr elec-
2 

trolysis; application of the correct calculation procedures; sff-ple but riVrous pre-

VI) cautions in the handling of swnples and electrodes; rliable counting lechnique.

Typ-cs of Electrolytic Fnrichment Call

Three types.of electrolysis cell are used for tritiun enrichiment
52 s(a) Batch calls, in. which the entire water i eloctrolyced continuously from rn t-3

la final volume. The overall volume reduction is limited, because -the electrolyte normalitj

imust lie within a cortain working range dtermined by such considerations as onductivity,

.54 �solubility ad chemical effect on the lectrode materials. With alkali electrolyte a
35 !volume reduction of up to 30 times is feasible for most Estate.

- (b) Periodic-addition cll 2 in wich greater volume rductions are achieved ky

Iregularly topping u the cell with more sample. This procedure i effectively a srie of

lbatch enrichments, with successively greater tritium concentrations at the beginning; ofeach

tep.
39 16C) Continuous-feed cells. The cell is'directly connected to a feeding reservoir wich

3 ) ;supplies water to the cell at a rate balancing, or sliehtly less than the loss due to elce-
'trolysis. This type usually functions as a batch cell after the feeding reservoir i . tY-
I s mp

40 In principle te batch cell gives the highest enric)--ment,'becauee all the nTO mole-

t I joules participate in the enrichment for the entire electrolysis time, in contrast to te

,situa ion for the other two types; e.g. for a 10-fold weiGht reduction, using cathodes f

Is 2 good separation efficiency, h enrichment factors are 10-20;fo, highir for the batch cll.

il 'The practical advantage of periodic addition and continuous feed cells lies in the ppor-

Itunity to obtain much greater tritium enrichments in a single stage. Pr tritium enrich-

�ments over 25 times, te reduced handling for the periodic-additiolf br continuous-feed types

b r is is generally considered to outweigh the enrichment factor advantage to be gained by operating

ftwo successive batch tages. Comparisons between te various types will be made after

'developing ts relevant enrichment equations.

%5(



ITheerctica. Fxnewor` fnr nrichmon' Calcula.Ions
Following Bainbridge 1 3 the following cynbolo will be adortedsL

P, D, T nwiber of protium, duterium, tritiun atoms in lectrolyte
P + D + T

x atom concentration of protiu a P/n
y atom concentration of douterivi = D/n h
z atom concentration of tritium T/n
Tho ubscripts 0, 1, 2 are used with the bove ymbols.

6 0 rofera to initial conditiono in lectrolyte M tinie t -
7 I refers to conditions in electrolyte at tire t >0 7

2 refers to conditions at ime 0 in hydrogen as leaving the cell.
Y - -YI/Yo a enrichment factor for deuterium 1

9 Z - z M nrichment factor for tritium .1
10 10

N - no/n. " molo reduction factor for hydrogen in electrolyte
1 1 I 1 1

a - rate of e3ectrolysir, (e.g. Moller hydrogen per hour)
12 b - rate joll hyiiror-en loss ans spray i2
13 c - rate of hdrogen loss as water vapour 13

R - (a b + c) - total loss rate of hyd-rogon from cell
14 r - ii/R; rb = b/R; r - /R

a
I 5 CL, instantancous lectrolytic reparation factors for deuterium, tritium, dofined by

16 dD dIr
P D - P 

17 fractionation factors for loss of deuterium, ritium by evanora-tion. 17
Is For a batch cell, he deuterium and tritium balancis n.V be represented by the is

equ�-Lions
1 9 -n (b + ye)yj (1) -1 1 z R - az + (b + 6c)z (2) C,

lyl --11 a V2 + I I - 1 2 1
20 %di i ch iriay be solved 1 asseuming that the variables are n,'y and 7 other parameters remain-- o

4.21 ing constant throutfacout the electrolysis. 7. e solution of (1) is: 21

22 r 1 A. - 3 alr.Y In yo K (3) L2
V. (cLK 1) + K

23 1 2

I r I )
2 4 'wit Y and K (4)

1 2 1)

215 ra

26 For environmental water sampler., yl and y. are both negligible compared to X so t 3
Isillplifies to: 21

27 1 aInY 27
raI ruf - (aK -1) (5)

I's 11 ., S
For tritium, the solution of 2) is-

InZ [r. (I r (1 6)] lV (6)

1which may be rearranged to give:
r

InZ
32 rair"1 ) +

On the right hand side of (7), the econd term is of order 0.vp of tho first torm (e.g. take
ift 25, r, 002, r - 98 6 05) a iin variation from call to cl is ngligibl if

Pa r 7
: milar 'et is operated:under eual conditions. Equation ( herefore sugrests'lha a
iset of cells with uniform separation factor P, w1hen run simultaneously, hould sow unvro=.-

36 iity of the parameter nZ/r-.1nN. Mis parameter, hich m,-,y be assigned the symbol B, is te
a

;..I iparameter which should b used to evaluate enrichment factors, and to onitor he perform-
.). lance of a set of btch electrolysis cells.
38 In routine running it is impossible to achieve uniform opray and evaporation losses in'
3(1 all calla despite the passing of identical total charge (series connection of cells). For

.example, the calls at the IEA laboratory have proad ca. 03 g. around initial voigin Of
hi% i -ca. 250 g. water; final weileat is ca. 15 g-, with spread ca. I g. This mans a spread in

imolar reduction N of ca. 7j�. When laboratory otandard watex7s are enriched, -the pread of'
!final tritium concentratii;ns i correspondingly large. If this spread is taken as a direct

4 2 :indication of the measurement error for unknoun camples (aW is apparently the are i mst
11aboratories), the calls appear to be non-uniform, and he standard rrors are of Order

43
:several per cent. But if instoa4 the cello are weighed, and the enrichment parametors E re
calculated it can b conclusively demonstrated whether a et of' II3 i uniform or nt.
In the case of uniformity of 0, the standard error for batch cll nrichment factor c be

!lowered below I.
6 Although some lboratories G*ge Matson 43)uee colls in hic t food xactly

'!I:- V
7



balances the removal o sampio rom the electrode comPart-ment, it coem tchnically simpl arV .1 Sample :SS, GO that eto u acll in wliich feed th nly parl ially. balvices le laval r.
in the cell and reservoir lowly decrease together C5 . ?nriement parwAetero can alco be
developed for continuous food calls, as ollows.

The tritium atom balance equation for the c.-itinuou fd cell m.N b expressed as:
-n ill -ZI I a2 + (b + 6z I (8)

where n. is number of hydrogen atoms in the lectrode compartment, and CI rpresents the
feed from. the rcocrvoir O<C:51). 2 is given exactly by:

CILZ1

Z2 a(I-yl) y (9)

but may bp approximated for'enviroyimental samples with Y of order 10, by z Z /. -vith
this approximation, the olution of (8) for the aco of inexact balance 0;�:S<J i:

A
(i + [,,1(1-g) + C) g) - - (10)

A

where A I- - . r - 6r, (11)

For C - batch cell), equation (10) becomes equation 6). For exact balance (M 1). the
solution is; 1 B I -B(l.'-l)

z ;. i B e (12)

In both (10) and 12), i he reduction ratio of the whole sample, and
r

B a + rb + 6rc (13)T
As a practical examplo, consider a 10-fold weight reduction with ra 090P, rb 0, r.-O.02,.
6 - 0.8. 25- For the partial balance ace with 19 - 5; in tho xact
balance case Z - 7.70. Bozh figures compare unlavourably agains-L a 10-fold -,,tci(:ht reduct-
ion in a similar batch call, hich gives Z - .81, uing 6).

From (10), it is ore difficult, to arrive at a wo�.kinr, enrichment parameter for
contilraous feed cello than was the case fOr the batch cell. The problem, wriser. bcause 4ac
transition volume fro.-.. continuous feed to batch operation differs Slightly Afrom cell 10 c:-rL
To overcome tre proble- he ollowing formulation may be adopted. If the volume
reduction had been conducted under bach conditions t4e nrichment would be

ZB - N(A G (14)

Let Z(total) triliun enrichment of continuous feed and following betch proct-cs
Z batch total - tritium enrichment if ent-kre e.-iriclument had been a batch procesu
f - Z(total)/Z(batch total)
N(total) overall volumc reduction.
The censitivity of f o variation of the volu;-,3 reduction of the continuous A'COCL

portion only) can be latermined by evaluating to how that -n practical case f
varies by niuch less than 1� within a set of sinilar cells. Z(total i given by

A -# g)
Z(total) CX(total)(A (15)

.which ay be adapted to Give' r
InZ(tota,) 1) + q 6)'+ Inf ](16)
ralraf(totla r raln-N(zotaly

The last two terms on the right hand side of 16) remain effectively constwit. Therefore
the batch cell enriclunent parameter lnz/r.1n% can also b applied for continuous feed ccllo.
'Uniform starting weight in all cells is essential to avoid lrge changes in f.

For the case of periodic addition cells, the overall tritium enrichmen Z al" er
several additions i is given by:

z (D X X Z +(i m (17)

where N 's the volume reduction of substage ii -xi is the factor iven in Guare brackets on the right hzmd side of equation 6)
D WAVI. +V.' is the dilution factor for addition after ubstage iWiAi , Iweighl of wter after substag i
d a weight of water added after substage 

Z(i-l) a tritium enrichment factor after revious addition.

To take advantage of the inherently uniform properties of a set of priodic addition
cells, the essential procedure is to begin with losely equal sample weiGhts in each call,
and to nsure that equal weights -W are added to all cells at dry addition tep. Howovor,i



AW i need not be the same for all additions. Udai� uch conditions the parzmeter E can
again be applied o 'evaluate trititrA enrichment factors.

line application of enrichment parameters -to the calculation of tritium enrichment
1 factors will. ba demonstrated after te followinC sec-Lion. which deals with coice and -treat-
seen', of electrode aterials.

Choico of enterials for Electrodes: Seraration Factors
6- With slight modification of -, te enrichment parameter ay be represented by:

1.10 W, r
+ - (I - 6 (10)

7 ra
where I , W represent initial, final, electrolysed uoight of wator. W , V, an N W

8 0 e 0
can be dtermined accurately by weirhin.w. I W cannot be moasurcd accurately,'then i:. cvan%�

9 be madc constant for ll cells by pacring series urrent for the care time. Because the
second tll. on the rien hnd ide of 13) 4-9 so small, the separation factor is the

0 pa=neter which nost affects the magnitude and variability o the electrolysis parreneler E. i
11 One must herefore dtermine what cathode conditions rive maxim-am tritiu;r enrichr-ent �;"i A

12 minime--n variabilit E I.-;
According to' 18) the ritium erichment factor increases with at f ixed volume

13 reduction N. An exa-.ple is iven in ig. la, %finich sho-.,;s the variation of Z w1th 1,3 for a I 3
batch cell with volu-me reduction 2 and no spray or vapour lose aximum theoretical 121
enrichment). ',ho curve lbegins at 6, which is close to the equilibrium value r at
room temperature for the reaction: 15

HT + H 0 H + HTO (19) 1�16 2 2 I.,

-4-7 19- 0.14- )7
A Z

18- 0.12- z
19

20 17- 0.10- I 0
21

16- 0.08-
22 FIG.1o FIG. lb

2- 15- 0.06-
4

14 0.04-

13- 0.02 3 A3
27 _;3
28 12-
29 10 20 30 40 50 10 20 30 40 50

J30
31) J3o J3

Fie. la. Tritiu;m enrichment factor Z as iiG. lb. Variability tZ of as
function of athode separation factor A function of for various values of
for a btch cell with volume reduction AP/A, safe conditions as Fig. la.
20 imes and no spray or vapour loss.

1he gradient of -the eurve.in Fig. la decreases with incre asnI g according to te relation-
ship: r I n.1a (20)

z
37 1uhich demonstrates -that enrich-mant variability decreases at higher , provided A 5/0 does

A q:not change too drastically. h is illustrated in ig. lb for various values of

Xquations (18) and 20), 'and Fie I show that enhanced separation factors increase
the enrichment factors Z and reduce heir variability (see also 71 ). It is clearly
advantageous to wor1. with cathodes exhibiting hi,-h separation facto.-G.

The attainment of high separation factors requires a catalytic effect at the cathode
surface. The exact nature of the processes which enhance the separation actors are still

:not clearly understood, and i is beyond the scope of the bresent paper to go into the
complexities of the problem. The catalytic effect depends on the ability of the cathode
surface to maintain a layer of chenisorbed hydrogen atoms, thus developing a teep potential

f gradient lectrical double layer) adjacent to the metal urface. Metals which earily
absorb hydrogen are those uhich Aend to exhibit high separation factors; those include iron,
mild steel, platinum and palladium. High separation factors ae aparently not exhibited by
such metals as nickef, sainless steel, ilver or mercury, all of wich how little tdency

I to adsorb hydrogen. Even potentially good metals may not exhibit hirh separation because
0



I !the adsorptio dpends critically on the coeditor. 'of the notal cr)-ace. aboratories use
lVarious chemical Procedures for treating cathode urfaces. Some use a co-called phosphate-
piecling mothod and others sub-act the cathodes to strong; acid washes between runs

3 [51 ) -to ention only two cases. it i particularly diffic-al. to judr;e thether there
I rocedurta are justified by prformance bause the overall experimental enrichment preadIP nad and analysed in terms of the contributinp factors. The cathodeis often not clearly dcfi
effects can only be isolated if the sources of error in the Vhola measurement procedure are
thoroughly known, are kpt to a practicable ninimum, and an also be accurately estimalved:

vemong-st these ources of error are storaSe ad handlin,-, f smples prior to eectrol.'sis;
7 use of dry, uncontaminated electrolyte; determination of waien rduction; handlin.t of

c&T.ples after electrolysis neutralisation a-id distillation); preparation of colunins
samples; countini; procedure.

9 B/ takin;r all the forcaoinG factors into account, cathode effects have been ex-mined
in a series of experiments at the Ma and New Zealand laboratories. Specific rcommend- I

10 ations regarding choice and hardline of electrodes are based on the lindings f thaso A

11 experiments.
At the TAEA Iabo!ratorar, a new set of mild steel cathodes for batch clls were brought

into service (for design see r93 ). Apart from washinj i wall water h vwre ot trCAted
13 at ll. They ore rn three times with starting weight 250 -. dstilled tnp water

01 to unich
A

1 g. of Na 0 was added. Af.er Abbe 4th a-id 5th runs, h nriched mples were counted andI 2 2 1 i4enrichment -aramaters a -W,)InZ/1n.! were calculated (a psent is no' accurazelY I
15 dotenmined). 1 of he a20 elTs ad already developed flood catalytic su!.�faccs; their 10

ralues W E were hi,-;h a-ad uniform within calculated experimental error. 'The remaining 6 cr,16 " .P

exhibited lower and ore varia'ble W E values; thoir subsequent behaviour wno followed by
17 further enrichmonts usinS spike wat ir, W E values bing compared to a ean 7' 17

e- r, stablished
8 by simultaneous enrichment of the same spike in 3 of the good cello. 7he rcosults are hown i 3

in Fig. 2.
19 10,-
20 Cell 2 Cell 12 Cell .18

21 21

22 :)26

0.
2 Ii 4 O'
2

2 0 00

2 6
-2

O 12 -

Cell 13 Cell 17 Cell 
10

6 0.

T.)
0

-I:i Fie. 2 Slow conditioning of 6 cathodes from a sot of 0 new calls (IAEA laboratory).
r1ho ordinates rpresent values of Vo - de for uccessive enrichment's of spike wter.
VOV was established from spikes 6rariched.simultaneously in 3 of tbo 14 cllo VAlich wore
already satisfactorily conditioned fore these eperiments wore performed. Succosaive,
experiments are joined by full lines. ahed lines join experiWento which were ot
consecutive; where values-are missing, the calls wore r ith 'tritium-free or distilled
tap water. The errors represent I standard error of W�E.

7



i !In all cases the cathode surface developed a.-ccessfully over fw rn..ns, and war. r-bacquent-
hy maintained. This runnin-in process would pralmably as een accelerated b a cid wash

iof the electrodes before tha' first use, thereby exposing lean etchad urface ril;h at
3. beginning of th eperiment.
4 Results from the New Zealand experiments povide further evidence. Fig. 3 hows

enrichments from one cell using ild steel cathodes, in which the parameter E was measured.
5 1.00GROUP A GROUP GROUP C f
6 to

7

9

10 10

11 -0 14
12

13 13

.0.93

17 1 17

Is

19

20 1':% 0.
ENRICHMENT 1

21 PARAMETER 0.90
22 2 2

2
InZ3C21.

ra nN
2

2A

27 ENRICHMENT 27L= >
ORDER2 S I

17N

30 MEMORY_11 x x x x 0TESTS
Fig. 3 Snrichment parameters E (ordiniate) for successive enrichments -An a sall call
(voluie reauclion ca. 2- l. to ml.) usinG mi14 atcol cathodes as described in text, (ew
Zealand labora�or7). Eror bars represent 2 standard errors for reparation ad Geizer-

33 counting hdrocon gas from enriched nples. Enrichicnt parameters read X t -
3.,j indieato absence of tritium memory (less than 3 10-4 of quantity present in previous

S&T.Ple) in nrichments of tritium-free water interposed between te experiments using
3" active sample.
3 1. 'In Group A, a old chode was used; although the enrichment was acceptably high averagoo

,the variability of E from run 'to run war. uch greeter tan had been expecteS. For Group Bto
3 "' :the old cathode was replaced by a new cathode. At first uch reduced nrichment -arresters

were obtained, and variability as even higher. Then it was discovered hat he electrodes
Moro being rinsed in nitric acid before washing after cac'h run. T acid washes were dis-
:continued, and the improved results of Group C were subsequently 7btained h nrichmenz

h 0 is ag th
gain hgh and A e variability of E remains within expected experimental spread. The

!course of events illustrates the pointlessness of acid or chemical washing, hich acts Only
Ito destroy or poison a dveloped cathode surface.

42 1 During use with alkali electrolyte, ild steel cathodes acquire'a bluisl-black surface
'appearance with a black film which can be rubbed off on the finger. it is probable -that he'

43 ;catalytic surface evelopment rults from the epulsion of near-surface interstitial carbon
atoms as graphite, leaving aorption sites free for hydrogen atoms. 'whether this inter-
-pretation is correct or not, mild steel cathodes do quickly develop ood catalytic surfaces
A0>20). The author has orked with mild steel cathodes and alkali lectrolyte for over 0

46 iye�ars. No deterioration occurs provided.they are subjected only to warm ater whing

�iu 0 3 �:-o (if:.%'



bet-ocean runs. They m- be dried i hanging up at toom itniperature o in a drying oer.
However, as with all catalytic surfaces, poisonin- can occur i inad;::qcate precatations e
taken. It is essential to pro-diGtill all swaples to remove alls. Traces of alcohol and
other organic liquids an produce severe electrode corrosion. 71he introduction of new
anodes can also affect he cathode urfaces adversely. 'All cells hould herefore be
monitored rogalarly by enriching spike wters, as described in the calibration procedure
below:

Mild oteel is thorcrore specifically recommended a the cathode material for tritium
enrichment calls. Vickel, stainless steel or monel a nuizable for nodes. With alkali
electrolyte (prepared by dding Ka 20 2 or t.-iti-tim-froo NPOH to the pre-distilled water
sample) he catalytic chode surfice is developed end maintained.

A Comnarison of FnrichnPnt Ffficiencies for he Various Citli Tnes
For the safe voltrae reduction and cell parameters h batch cl gives he highost

tritium enrichment, followed by unbalanced continuous feed banced continuous f0ed nd
periodic addition. In practices however, where the continuous feed cclls finis.i an a atch
process, h balanced cell gives hiffiner nrichment than the unbalanced type, becaus it
nwitches over earlier'to batch oeration. To illustrate te difference in enrichment
factor involve4 for enrich-mentr. greater th.--i can be achieved in a b:.tch cell, fur proccsr-�-
will be considered, each of hich rduce te sample fro 2 . to 10 ml. in all cases 25,
ra. 0.98, r b - 0, ro 002, 6 - M.

A. A 2-ctaze batch process. In tag 1 volume is reduced lo 20 1. After nou'ral-
isatio.-1/dislillation 195 ml. are recovered, and reduced sta-e 2 to 10 l. Overall
enrichmen' factor 31 16-55 - 145-8.
B. A balanced continuous feed cell of volume 20 ml. reduces the sample volume rom
2 1. to 200 l., ad the subsequent bch process zompletes the electrolysis to 10 r-1.
Over01 enrichment ftor - 770 x 16.95 10-5.
C. An unbalanced continuous feed call of volume 200 l. reduces the olume fro 2 .
to 100 cil. with g - 89, and the subsequent batch arocess co::-plc6ee he lectrolysis
to 10 rl. Overall nrichment factor - 14.01 x 8.81 - 12-1-4.
D. A periodic addition cell in which ach tep involves volumes reduction from 200 r1.
to 50 l.. followea by the addition as' 150 ml. of eample, the process bein.- consistent
by a batch electrolysis from 200 l. to 10 ml. Ovarall nrichment actor - 652 x
16.95 110-4.
Temnerature Effects
The offect a& Achange with temperature is neglioi'ale compared o the evapora 4ion0 41

effect indicated b equation 6) for I..-. bc cl; at 25, each lr,.' evaporation. oss
reduces the enrichmenl factor b 17% for a 10-fold vlues reduction. voration can 'r-e
cut by reducin- 4%le temperature. At OOC, the evaporation would be If, of total wigh. lose
if s outgoin hydro-er./oxygor. mixture i saturated. ith eicient water-cool"r5 at

10-15 C. the loss wouli be 2-3tfj aximum. Evporation shwild be cut o a practicable minmmu=
by using water or refrigerat on cooling. However, the artall tritium enrichment. gain to o
gained y cooling close o 0 C nay not outweigh the extra cost of he coolin- system. EVenwith evaporation losses up o V, hip enri

U gh-P cathodes produce much hisser ch.-onto than low-
evaporation cells operating with close to the equilibrium value.

Calibration of Ce113: Calculation of Tritium Enrichment actors
To use the parameters '--' for calibration purposes, ona of wo procedures may e

adopted, depending on he quality of the availa�ble DC current supply. 10,'ith a table current
supply which cn be accurately set to predetermined values ocurrent, W e is clculated
using FaradzC11u.jaw. By enriching pike waterer of moderate tritium conclantration (high
enough to provide low counting error, low enough o avoid coit&Aination problezs) in a few
calls, the parameter E of equation (18) may be established, and applied to calculate
enrichment factors i for the other ells containing urknown samples. F. hould remain con-
mutant from run to run a can be ued to establish whether changes in the call performance
are occurring with use as in Fig. 3). In the second pocedure, if the total harl;e passeds m
cannot be tablished accurately, the cells are ran in series or the ame on3th of iine,
malking W identical for all cells. The alues V E may then be measured for the spikes ad
used as the nrichment parameter for this run, But cannot be compared from ran to run
becaus W is never xactly the same. The first method is probably preferable for Conlin-
uous feedecollc since it can be applied even if the individual cells are uncoupled at
different times; this nay be necessary 'because of difficulty in controlling the final
volume due to spray and evaporation variability.

By rotating the pikes amongst he cells, the enrichment efficiency of each cell is
regularly chocked, so that the spikes serve control as wall as calibration purposes A.
the 1AEA laboratorythe enriched spikes are counted by liquid scintillation after a nutra.-
isation/distillation process using load chloride aording to the reaction:
PbC12 + Xa0H->2NaC1 + b(011)2' Fiber advantages of this method lie in the low dissociation

-temperature of Pb(OH)2 (1500C) and the fact that'commorcial lead chloride contains no water.
,The distilled sampled. are mixed with Instagol (8 ml. water 14 l- Instaj;ol in glass



counting vials). 16hen mixed, both 8omponent mst- have temaeraturcs between 25 0C and 00C.':
The gel is imnediately cooled to 10 and ounted at 7 to C. 19,'sins this technique no
gelling problems occur, nd he oiriting, performance i completely satisfactory in -the
sense that the spread of the counting rates correcpondu exactly to the theoretical siatis-
tical counting rrors*

Table shows a procedure now used at the IAF-A laboratory for the calculation of
enrichment factors. In n earlier pocedure described by Sauzzy and Sell 10 te
enriched ;pike wters were related o simultaneous counts of the unanriched pike wter.
However, this introduecc unnecessary increaso in standard error of bcauae ha statis-
tical counting rror or the unenriched epike is relatively high. 'In the new procedure the
liquid scintillation counting standard water and the spike were prepared b Separate
dilutions of the same standard - Their concentration ratio ir. therefore stablished
accurately t h time of dilution. h counts of te enriched pike waters czuri I.hc. be
compared directly against the counts o the liquid scintillation standard, both cwants
having a standard error o less than 0.5% for a 300-minute count. Thic increases accuracy
and caves counting time.

The calculaliorfG are performed using a program..ied Wang calculator. Error calculai-ion
is based on a modificetion of euation (18) viz.n I (21)

In a D i W E nx/(w --wa o
where D is any hift of tritium concentration produced by the nutral�-.Catior./cils'lilla'4,iorx
process after eectrolysis. In practice D wa3 ound to unity b the processing oes
increase the overall error spread uthic i etimated ccording to the formula:

2 2 2 2 v.V2+ O'W 2
C, I ) O'.-+ (Inz) + (22)

Z D Wj)2T% 
where the Guffixes on the standard errors a are self-oxploaiatory. 41j/D -,ras neasured to e
0.6�. Trio varialion of -the saration factor from cell 1.0 COIL nUS; be ten Insto kccot�nt

in te alculation of err, because he parameter E is et.nential 'Ay proportional o (I -
as hown by quation la. The contrilratior. of P-variation o VE was estimated by o.-.;-
paring the aual pread of -valucs with te spread calculated on he basis of he oher
errors counting, waitfiing, neutralisation/distillation) for a set of spikes enric'ned
simultaneously in 15 calls- rho actual spreai was only marginally Greater, indicating

that the P-variability plays a inor role. Te P-sprea& value Of 0114 E est.-mated ."rom
this dta is not part-icularly accurate, but, 'the rsulting uncertainty in he inal standard
error of Z is less thar. 0.05i in the typical case of Table 1. e tandrrd spread of can
be estimated from the relation

00 (23)

For - 25, and arAZ - 013A, o /P ould be 319.% but 1his value is not vez-1 accurate.
The essential poiYst it; 'hat 'he Auniformity and cagnitude of the ft-factors are uch that
enrichment factors are ?Letermined with a low error, because -the erro'r contrilbuion'ol P
variation from cell o cell has been vappressed.

In Table 1, the net count ratesof the 3 enriched spikes vary fom 3S2 to 411 cpm,
but the spread of J is only 227.0 to 227.6 g. his is typical of te performance
achieved by his ethod.
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!MITIUMI M-RICID-MaT

RunFi026 Data 1-'oncountirg c Cra.

RkCKGROWD COMMS No. of vialc.El

4 Vial Counts Total Tirc' Gross cpm Sigma Si&-n
aTotal(%)

5 3 353 354 -88 383 371 1849 250 7.39 -172 9.33
6 12 386 375 .380 366 388 1895 250 7-58 -174 2.30

7 22 384 422 374 409 380 1969 250 7.87 0177 2.25

8 Yeanbackground cpm 7.617 Siama 132 - .104 cpm

9 STAIMM COUNTS No. of vials

10 Vial Counts Total Time Gross cp.-A SiGma Si

11 2 12297 12311. 12102 12294 12200 61204 250 244.81 .989 .43

12 11 12461 12239 12432 12229 12158 61519 250 246.07 .992 .43

13 .21 12228 12314 12222 12343 12212 61319 250 245.27 .990 .43 13

1 4- Yean ross epm, 25-389 Sivia 241% - .610 c 1 .
I 5 Net t'd opm 237-772 Sigma, 619 qn 26% .15

36 SPIKE CELL COUNTS 16

17 N'eutralisation/distillation sigma 17

is Ho. of vials 3
Vial Counts Total Time Gross cp.-n Si C.-, a S i C.

19 23 19420 250 1.248 rTotal 1920 19593 19373 19515 19560 97461 389-84 .70
.A 20277 20270 20310 101524 250 tos.09 1.274 -70

24 23,60 20307 20
21 21

25 23979 21084 20723 20950 20998 104-734 250 418-93 1.294 .70
22

IZ = enrichment factor no, it initial, final water (C) IT

25 I ' Ifo-wj) lnZ/1nN 3
2 I0 2"i
20 M ratio std/spike 9.61 + .2 97A I

.
Vial cpm(net)..GiC.-.e z W-0 w x it Sigpa l/11--�. Sic7.3

0

26 23 382.22 .70 15-44 249.20 14-74 16. 90 226.989 .678 .9681 .032- U

27-
24 398-47 .70 16.10 249-43 13-99 17-82 227-136 .669 .9647 .0028

26 0 - �:'-;
25 411-31 .70 16.62 249.18 13.58 18.34 227.613 .664 .966i .0028

Yean C E 227.250 + .. 170%

MrRICID21.11 FCTEORS
04.Beta-siZma ED% A WOE

Coll wo z % rigma
33 I 249-32 13*48 18.495 14.630 .88

2 249.16 14.21 17-534 15-963 .67
5 249-58 14.62 17-071 15-553 .87

3-, 6 249.24 14-15 17.614 16.007 .87
7 249.21 .14-49 17-198 15-710 .87
8 249.23 13-74 18-139 16-389 .63
9 248-94 13-72 18-144 16-447 .88

3S ilO 249-18 14-19 17-560 15-978 .87
249-23 13.97 17-81-10 16.173 .87

i3.56 I'-584 .88
112 249-08 18-368 0
!13 248-99 14-07 17.696 16.111 .87
:14 249.24 14.57 17-106 .15.637 .87
!15 249-25 14,23 17-515 15-933 .87.
116 249-41 14-04 17-764 16.085 .87

17 249-37 13-17. 18-934 16.93-1 .88
249-32 14*46 17.242 15-722 .87

19 249-19 14.58 1 17-091 15-635 -87.

j�4.� Table 1. Sampia, calculation of 6tch cell enrichment factors using programmed MG
calculator

41; !Nuabars in boxas are typod in, all othor priAtipg being produced by calculator output.
--j
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